
Generating context notes to aid translation/validation
based on editorial decisions

Use case from Norway



What I will show you

Side 2

 One single use case from Norway

 The idea, the execution, and our

experiences

 What it looked like in the Refset and 

Translation Tool

 Some thoughts on other methods and 

use cases

 Not the technical details and code



Context and background

 Type of work: clinical validation of translations

 performed by third party

 translation agency + senior medical students

 performed in the Refset and Translation Tool

 high quantities (~100 000 concepts), limited time

 Our role

 partly facilitating the work and offering terminological

and linguistic advice

 keeping track of editorial decisions along the way

 update earlier validated translations in accordance

with new editorial decisions
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Felt like this



The editorial list
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 Excel spreadsheet

 Editorial decisions:

 Spelling

 Choice of term

 Synonyms 

 Context notes

 What not to use

 Soon contained hundreds of lines, 

continuously updated



Difficulties using the editorial list
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 Upgraded lists were distributed by email

 Exceedingly difficult to navigate

 Difficulties keeping track of versions and 

updates

 Not integrated with the tool in any way

💡!

What if we can look up the

relevant concepts based on

the editorial list and generate

translation notes to each

relevant concept?



Creating a lookup function
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 Creating the master file

 Add a column containing a regular

expression string for each line

 Combine the entry to a short note, 

stamped with date

 Run every line through Swagger to identify

relevant concept IDs

 Pair each concept ID with the notes in a 

master file

 Combine notes if a concept has more than

one

 We used Power Query in Excel



Uploading a batch with notes
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 Generate new master file from most 

recent editorial list

 Look up concept IDs in the batch file 

and combine with notes from the master 

file, in the notes column

 When uploaded to the Refset and 

Translation Tool, notes will show up in 

the notes field



Experiences and learning
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 Notes

 The method was developed specifically to 

be used for validation of translated

concepts in the Refset and Translation

Tool.

 This was based on our knowledge and 

technical competence at the time.

 Regular expressions are tricky. 

ECL searches could be a better

alternative.

 Learning points

 Deemed generally helpful

 The notes are «dumb»:

 Terms appeared in contexts we had not

anticipated – the notes were irrelevant and/or 

confusing

 Must be used for what it is: a helpful tool, 

not a source of absolute truth.



Thank you for your time
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